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SHARK
FBQ100
Automatic Feedback Destroyer
with Integrated Microphone Preamp,
Delay Line, Noise Gate and Compressor

#

High performance single channel
Feedback Destroyer with integrated
microphone preamp, delay line,
noise gate and compressor

#

Automatically and “intelligently”
locates and destroys up to 8
feedback frequencies

#

Narrow FBQ filters for extremely
effective feedback suppression,
while keeping highest sonic quality

#

Ultra-low noise Mic/Line
input with Gain control and
+48 V phantom power

#

Delay line with up to 2.5 seconds
of delay, adjustable in meters,
feet and msec

#

Noise gate with automatic and
manual parameter settings

#

Automatic compressor with
variable density

#

Subsonic filter with adjustable
cut-off frequency

#

Balanced inputs and servo-balanced
outputs with ¼" TRS and gold-plated
XLR connectors

#
#

3-Year Warranty Program*
Conceived and designed by
BEHRINGER Germany

*Warranty details can be found at music-group.com.

Looking for feedback control? Maybe
you need a compression or noise
gate? Or a great DI box for line-level
instruments? Whether you use it with
microphones, acoustic instruments,
or as a delay line for large venue
loudspeaker systems, the FBQ100 is
a “must-have” for your live and studio
toolkit. Thanks to its intelligent “Learn
Mode,” the FBQ100 can automatically
equalize your PA and protect your
sound system from feedback.
BEHRINGER’s search algorithm ensures feedback frequencies are
attenuated within a fraction of a second, using narrow 1/60 octave singleshot filters. The remaining filters automatically take action as required,
adjusting only the specific frequencies causing the feedback, so your
music stays powerful and alive.

Beyond Versatile
The adjustable mic preamp, with switchable
+48 V phantom power and Ultra-Low
Noise
technology,
guarantees
noisefree, ultra-musical sound. You can choose
professional studio (+4 dB) or microphone
output level, so the FBQ100 can be directly
connected to the mic input of a recording
device. Virtually any type of signal can be
connected and converted.
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Total Loudspeaker Management
Delay lines are required to compensate for time variations resulting from speaker positioning in
large venues. The FBQ100’s delay can be adjusted in meters, feet or milliseconds. The maximum
delay time of 2.5 seconds corresponds to a distance of 850 meters. Combining several FBQ100s
with the optional rack-mount kit puts a complete professional loudspeaker management system at
your fingertips.

Fantastic Value
Like a sonic Swiss army knife, you’ll want the FBQ100 close at hand for all your gigs and studio
engagements. In fact, you’ll want several, which is why they are sized to fit five across your rack.

You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our
own MUSIC Group factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and
quality assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result,
we have one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a
generous 3-Year Warranty program.
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For service, support or more information contact the BEHRINGER location nearest you:

Europe
MUSIC Group Services UK

USA/Canada
MUSIC Group Services NV Inc.

Japan
MUSIC Group Services JP K.K.

Tel: +44 156 273 2290
Email: CARE@music-group.com

Tel: +1 702 800 8290
Email: CARE@music-group.com

Tel.: +81 3 6231 0454
Email: CARE@music-group.com

MUSIC Group accepts no liability for any loss which may be suffered by any person who relies either wholly or in part upon any description, photograph, or statement contained herein.
Technical specifications, appearances and other information are subject to change without notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. MIDAS, KLARK TEKNIK,
TURBOSOUND, BEHRINGER, BUGERA and DDA are trademarks or registered trademarks of MUSIC Group IP Ltd. © MUSIC Group IP Ltd. 2015 All rights reserved.

